COV E R S TO RY

Never

3-putt
again!
Use our three-pronged attack on your short game
and putting to always, always get down in two
By the Top 100 Teachers
Edited by David DeNunzio
& Gary Perkinson

T

BOB ATKINS

HREE-PUTTING remains the
single-greatest score-wrecker
this side of that stupid out-ofbounds rule. True, it has made
the vernacular of the game much
more colorful, but when you “take
up residence in Three-Jack City” or “go work for
Ol’ Mr. Threewiggle,” you’re simply using humor
to disguise the pain. And, man, does it hurt.
A third putt is a stroke you can never have
back. But it’s also one you can very easily erase
from your scorecard. The key is to change your
take on why you do it. Your three-putt flaws may
start from as far away from the hole as 100
yards, or take shape when you’re in tap-in range.
Thanks to the help of Dave Pelz and other
members of our Top 100 Teachers, you can now
determine exactly why you three-putt and,
more importanty, stop doing it once and for all.
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N E V E R 3 - P U T T AGA I N !

FIX YOUR

LAG PUTTING FIX 2

LAG
PUTTING
LAG PUTTING FIX 1

Use your body to roll
putts on line

How you finish your stroke determines accuracy
by Kip Puterbaugh

The problem: Most of your putts finish way left of the hole.
The solution: If your setup and aim are solid but you consistently
leave putts left of the hole, the problem may be with your finish—
namely, you open your shoulders to the target through impact in an
effort to track the ball to the hole.
How to do it: The key is to track the ball with your head rather than your body.
To do this, let your putter move past impact ahead of your eyes, rather than
trying to keep your eyes locked on the ball as it leaves the face. This may feel
odd at first, but it will allow the putter to complete its movement through the
impact zone while your shoulders are still square to the target line, resulting in
a putt that will roll exactly where you aimed it.

YES

Your head
should be the
only part of your
body tracking
the ball.

NO

You’ve
turned your
entire upper
body to track
your putt.

Learn the pop
piston stroke

This unique putting method makes
long lags seem like tap-ins
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Short
games

by T.J. Tomasi

The problem:
On long putts,
you have
difficulty getting
the ball to the hole with
your Tour-style, back-andforth pendulum stroke.
The solution: A “poppiston” stroke will help
you get long putts to the
hole. The “pop” action on
the backstroke, achieved
by hinging your wrists, will
produce more speed,
and the “piston” forward
stroke, achieved by
moving everything in one
piece, will maintain
acceleration and let you
strike the ball in the
center of the putterface.
How to do it: Position
the ball toward your left
toe. Open your stance
slightly to accommodate
the forward ball position,
and keep your eyes over
the line of putt.

Place your thumbs on
the top of the grip, with
your left index finger on
top of your right fingers
on the target side of the
shaft. Keep your weight
on your left side, and
anchor your right elbow
against your right hip.
Push the putterhead
straight back with your
left index finger, and
keep your right elbow
fixed to your right hip.
This will ensure that the
putterhead stays on line.
At the end of your
backstroke, your right
wrist should be cupped
(bent back), creating
wrinkles on the back of
your wrist. Your left wrist
should remain unhinged,
so that if you were to
draw a line from the back
of your left wrist toward
your elbow, it would be
perfectly straight.

LAG PUTTING MENTAL FIX

THINK ABOUT
MAKING LONG
PUTTS

Forget lagging them. Try to
knock them in the hole.

Kip Puterbaugh is director of instruction at the Aviara Golf Academy in Carlsbad, Calif.

Illustrations by Phil Franke

by Richard Coop, Ph.D., is GOLF Magazine’s mental-game
consultant
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Top: Use your left
index finger to push
the club back and your
right palm to move it
forward. Center:
Anchor your right
elbow against your
right hip. Bottom:
Open your stance and
position the ball off
your left toe.

To start the club
forward, use your right
palm as a piston and
shove everything (hands,
arms and putterhead)
forward. Your right elbow
should straighten as it
pushes the putter, but no
other individual part of
the assembly should
move. Straightening your
right elbow is a key
element of the “piston”
forward stroke, because
it’s the same motion that
occurs in an underhand
toss. It’s a natural
movement that makes it
much easier to gauge
distance—especially on
long lag putts.
T.J. Tomasi teaches at
Nantucket Golf Club in
Siasconset, Mass.

Conceptualize your long putts as “approach”
putts rather than “lags.” The very word “lag”
often makes you think about leaving the putt
short, setting up a difficult second putt.
Tour players don’t ever “preconcede” a
miss of any putt, even though they know the
odds of sinking every 30-footer are not in their
favor. You should think the same way.
Carefully visualize how quickly your putt
will be traveling when it gets within three or
four feet of the hole. Use this estimated speed
to help you read the break that will occur as
your approach putt slows down. The slope and
grain of a green will affect a slowly moving putt
GOLF.COM

more than it will a ball that is rolling quickly.
Your ability to visualize these factors is as
important as your ability to visualize the
stroke that will produce the speed and direction of your approach putt.
Use the “Goldilocks” method when making
your practice strokes. Make one practice
stroke and estimate if its pace would be too
strong or too soft for the speed you’re looking
for. Then make another practice stroke and
estimate if its length both back and through
would make the ball travel too far or too
short. By the third practice stroke, you should
find one that’s “just right.”

A new book takes
a fun approach
to practice

PGA teaching
professional Trent
Wearner’s book, Golf
Scrimmages: Realistic
Practice Games Under
Pressure, offers nearly
100 competitive practice
games that can make
your putting and shortgame practice fun. Here
are just a couple of
examples:
1. Find a practice green
with at least 6 holes and
round up 14 balls. From
various locations off the
green, hit one ball to
each hole with every
club in your bag. This will
enhance your feel by
forcing you to use
unfamiliar clubs.
2. Line up seven tees on
the green, with each tee
roughly two feet from the
next. Choose one tee as
your starting point and
one as your target. If you
putt from tee #1 and
choose tee #5 as your
target, try to get your ball
somewhere between tee
#4 and tee #6. This will
increase your feel for the
length of stroke you need
for various distances.
To order the book,
visit Trent’s web site at
trentwearnergolf.com.
—Jessica Marksbury
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